
Archaeological Research Facility   
 
DJI Mavic 3m enterprise RTK  
 
Procedures Checklist checked 

out 
checked 

in 

1. Read and comply with UC UAV 
regulations at 
https://ehs.ucop.edu/drones/ 

2. Please reserve the UAV in 
advance. 

3. If you must ship the UAV or 
check it as baggage on an 
airplane, please use a lock to 
secure the case. 

4. Remove the propellers before 
closing the lid of the case. 

5. When checking out the UAV, 
use the adjoining checklist to 
note whether all items are 
present and which ones are 
taken to the field. 

6. A copy of the checklist is 
included with the UAV 
instruction manual to facilitate 
keeping track of everything in 
the field. 

7. The instrument and its 
accessories must be clean 
before being returned. 

8. When returning the UAV, or 
before storing it unused for 
more than one week, you must 
recharge the battery packs to 
prolong their use-life. 

9. This checklist will be used to 
verify the return of all items. 

10. Please note if any item is 
missing or in need of repair or 
servicing. 

Scanner   

DJI Mavic 3m, camera and battery   
Black hard case   
Lens cover and Gimble Clamp   
Four propellers and ____ spare   
UAV spare battery   
Remote Control   
GCP Targets, n =  __________   
Propeller wrench   
Extra propellers: ________   
Cloth / landing pad___________   
   

Cables and chargers   
Charging block with AC cable   
USB cable: A to C   
USB cable: C to C   

   
   

Manuals   

DJI Mavic 3 Quick Start Guide   
Other: 
__________________________ 

  

    

Note: UC Regulations stipulate that all flights with UC equipment must be registered  
https://ehs.ucop.edu/drones/ 

I acknowledge that I have read the above procedures and agree to abide by them, and I take 
full responsibility for the care and treatment of the DJI Phantom UAV until it is returned: 
 
Signature: _____________________________  Date: ________________________  
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